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QUESTION 1

Refer to the exhibit. ITD is configured as shown on a Cisco Nexus 7000 switch. Why is a ping to the VIP address still not
working?
A. VIP must be from the same subnet as the ingress interface
B. To ping VIP, you must add a probe to the device group.
C. Fail action is set to the wrong mode.
D. This behavior is normal.
Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 2
You want to move one of your leaf switches connecting to your ACI fabric to another rack. It will be reconnected to the
same fabric after the move. Which operations must you perform before the move?
A. Decommission the switch and remove from the controller.
B. Disable the interfaces.
C. Blacklist the ports.
D. Decommission the switch.
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 3

Which two statements about geolocation policies in the ACI Fabric are true? (Choose two.)
A. Geolocation policies are dynamically configured in ACI using the site address field in the spine and leaf Type-Length
Vector frames exchanged during the initial LLDP process.
B. Creating a geolocation policy involves creating a site, building, floor, room, and row.
C. Geolocation policies are configured under Fabric > Access Policies
D. Geolocating is performed by associating a geographic location with an IP address.
E. Geolocation is the identification of the real-world geographic location of a networking device.
Correct Answer: BD

QUESTION 4
According to Cisco, which two options are benefits of ITD compared to WCCP? (Choose two.)
A. does not require authentication or certificates
B. weighted load distribution
C. much less configuration
D. transparent for service node
E. requires less TCAM entries
Correct Answer: BE

QUESTION 5
Which option lists the contents of the NSH header in service function chaining?
A. Ethernet header, transport header, and application header
B. base header, service path header, and context header
C. network header, service header, and transport header
D. base header, transport header, and optional header
Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 6
Which three options are benefits of the vPC peer switch feature? (Choose three.)
A. After the peer link comes up, it performs an ARP bulk sync over CFSoE to the peer switch

B. It improves convergence forLayer 3 flows.
C. It allows a pair of vPC peer devices to appear as a single STP root in the Layer 2.
D. It simplifies STP configuration by configuring both vPC with the same STP priority.
E. It eliminates the recommendation to pin the STP root to the vPCprimary switch.
Correct Answer: CDE

QUESTION 7
Drag and drop the term of the Cisco Prime Service Catalog from the left column onto the correct definition on the right.
Select and Place:

Correct Answer:

QUESTION 8
If the FCoE negotiation fails, what can you configure the switch to do on that interface?
A. force-enable FCoE
B. passive-enable FCoE
C. active-enable FCoE
D. reset-enable FCoE
Correct Answer: A
Reference: https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/switches/datacenter/nexus5000/sw/configuration/guide/cli/CLIConfigu
rationGuide/fcoe.pdf

QUESTION 9
Which two methods can be used to dynamically assign IP addresses to customers

Correct Answer: CE

QUESTION 10
Which three distinct categories are within the cloud computing stack? (Choose three.)

A. DaaS
B. PaaS
C. IaaS
D. SaaS
E. NaaS
F. LaaS
Correct Answer: BCD
Explanation: Sometimes the three are referred to, together, as the Cloud Computing Stack.
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
Platform as a Service (PaaS)
Software as a Service (SaaS)

QUESTION 11
You want to make 80 Gbps of bandwidth available to your RedHat servers. Which two statements are true? (Choose
two.)
A. Install 2208 IOMs, VIC1280 CNAs, fabric extenders, and create four vNICs mapped to each fabric.
B. Install 2208 IOMs, VIC1280 CNAs, fabric extenders, and create eight vNICs mapped to each fabric.
C. Install 2204 IOMs, VIC1280 CNAs, fabric extenders, and create four vNICs mapped to each fabric.
D. Install 2204 IOMs, VIC1280 CNAs, and create four vNICs mapped to each fabric.
E. Install 2204 IOMs, VIC1240 CNAs, and create four vNICs mappedto each fabric.
F. Install 2204 IOMs, VIC1280 CNAs, fabric extenders, and create four vNICs mapped to each fabric.
Correct Answer: BE

QUESTION 12
How do you manually configure a vNIC MAC address?
A. Use theset identity dymanic-maccommand.
B. Modify the dynamic vNIC connection policy.
C. Use themac-address-table staticcommand.
D. Modify the adapter policy.

Correct Answer: A
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